BUILDING E ELEVATION AT NEW MAIN ENTRY

TYPICAL APARTMENT WING ELEVATION

RENDERED IMAGE:
VIEW TO NEW MAIN ENTRY AT BUILDING E THROUGH ENTRY PROCESSION GARDENS
BEFORE IMAGE:
ENTRY PROCESSION WITH EXISTING BUILDING E MAIN ENTRY BEYOND

AFTER IMAGE:
ENTRY PROCESSION WITH NEW BUILDING E MAIN ENTRY BEYOND
NEW OUTDOOR TERRACE ADJACENT TO MAIN LOUNGE AT BUILDING E

BEFORE IMAGE:
EXISTING MAIN LOUNGE AT BUILDING E

AFTER IMAGE:
NEW MAIN LOUNGE AT BUILDING E

NEW OUTDOOR TERRACE ADJACENT TO MAIN LOUNGE AT BUILDING E
RENDERED IMAGE: MAIN DINING AT BUILDING E

BEFORE IMAGE: EXISTING MAIN DINING AT BUILDING E

AFTER IMAGE: NEW MAIN DINING AT BUILDING E
RENDERED IMAGE: NEW BISTRO AT BUILDING A

BEFORE IMAGE: EXISTING COMMON AREA ROOM AT BUILDING A

AFTER IMAGE: NEW BISTRO AT BUILDING A

BUILDING A ENLARGED PLAN

BISTRO TERRACE WITH PROCESSION GARDENS AND BUILDING E MAIN ENTRY BEYOND
BUILDING B ENLARGED PLAN AT LEVEL ONE

BEFORE IMAGE: EXISTING COMMON AREA ROOM AT BUILDING B

RENDERED IMAGE: NEW SPA

AFTER IMAGE: NEW PEDICARE STATIONS AT SPA
AFTER IMAGE: NEW THEATER

BEFORE IMAGE: EXISTING THEATER AREA
ROOM AT BUILDING B
NEW LIFE GUIDANCE WING PLAN AT BUILDING C

NEW LIFE GUIDANCE LIBRARY

NEW LIFE GUIDANCE PERGOLA